MILE

Free, fast, secure and decentralized stablecoin

Unique tool to store and transfer any amount of value
. Uncensored
. 0 transaction fee
. 10 000 transactions per second
. Stable price over time, equal to XDR (IMF index, 10% volatility in 40 years)
. Transparent coin emission, only algorithm, no central agent
. Open source and decentralized
Two coins in ecosystem
. XDR: stable price (1SDR), growing supply (used in real economy)
. MILE: stable supply (1B), growing price (index of demand on XDR)
How to earn coins: 1. Emission Centers
. Lock 10’000 MILE or more in blockchain as a collateral
. Receive XDRs instantly at current MILE/XDR in-blockchain rate
. Receive more XDRs every time when MILE/XDR rate is growing
. If all XDRs are ”on hands”, the only way to mint XDRs fast is to buy MILE
. The more people use XDR in real life, the higher the MILE/XDR rate
. Sep.2018: 1B XDR issued (all used for master nodes), 1 MILE = 1 XDR
. Sep.2019 (estimate): 100B XDR issued (for real economy), 1 MILE = 100 XDR
How to earn coins: 2. Master Nodes
. Lock 10’000-100’000 XDR in blockchain
. Run a full-node, sign blocks, no ASIC mining (100USD/mo hosting)
. Receive 8-13% annual interest rate in XDR, minted every 1-2 days
Tech info:
. ECSDA, Ed25519, SHA-3, unique random numbers generator
. No expensive mining hardware, basic server with 4Tb HDD
. sdBFT, new consensus type with 10 000 nodes
. Read more: mile.global

Legal status: Algorithm
. Like Bitcoin: no author, no owner, no issuer, no ICO, working network
. SEC, FSA Japan, FINMA Swiss accepted Bitcoin because of that
. Ideal digital payment media
Real economy usage:"
. Cross-border payments, trading, loans
. International funds management
. Labor migrants money remittance
. Payment system infrastructure for business and physical persons
. Reserve currency for 100+ countries with immature financial systems
. Stealth-mode value storage and transfer for governments and rich people
. Investors can invest in any country no matter the political sanctions
. Universal measure (as IMF SDR is already)
. Arbitrage between exchanges
. Hedge risks while market is red
. Print global money, earn on XDR deposits
Big picture: digital open source decentralized IMF
MILE is a tool for running a global decentralized money network with transparent
emission algorithm, fair consensus on inflation and other money properties. "
It’s about 100 trln USD of money and quadrillions of derivatives. If MILE
ecosystem will reach 0.1% of the market, all early participants will make billions.
Everybody can become a node and print stablecoins. In 15 years most of the
nodes will be run by governments, corporations and cooperatives. Whoever joins
the network earlier will be sitting at the same table with presidents.
Partnerships made:
Fiat regulated exchange with 50B+ USD of daily trading volume in BRICS,
Intergovernmental business/lobbyist organization (28 countries involved), Cryptoexchanges from China, Korea and Europe with up to 100M USD of daily volume,
Gov’t bank in BRICS, Chinese, Korean, European, African and Russian fiat-crypto
exchange and cross-border money remittance services.

